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cover a number of related topics which are of
.Lthave:- half an hour in which to covern
cOllip:lexity
importance in Australia's hospitals
<:!oriipiexity but which win.
win become of increasing importance
e: noeelie:.1 and para-medical staffs who operate them.
them. The business I am in is the
':t:',:the:m:edical

:··-~·'~;!'IT'aking
i~,".:"'I'.kj.ng our, laws,

our lawmakers and the legal profession into the future may be

f:e.'Ie\,eri'than
:~:~':~~veri'than the j0lr"that
jO'''th'at faces your profession. Occasionally, in my more frustrated

I wish there
~2€ii~;;-. 1-

were available a beneficial anaesthesia' which could be

) ">~,-.'_.

.

,'ffi·j",,,e,~,
to overcome the attitudes,
_·~:"!Steted;to
attitUdes, red tape and other impediments that stand in the

ofpromlpt law reform. That will not be. Accordingly, reforms must be justified in the
Y>of~.prompt
why.1
am here today: to
."i'-~iiCl:'piloted through the political process. :In a sense, that is why
.Iam
~.YJju· of some·of
some' of the work of the Law Reform Commission as it may affect your
~Cipihie.

Let me say, first of all, a few things about the Commission itself.'
itself." It is a
.. ,,;.~t~anent

authority

established
established by

the

Co.mmonwealth

Parliament

to

help

the

',C()m'mcmole'llth
.~ttorney-General an.d
om!monwealth,Attorney-General
and Parliament with what I might can the 'too hard

~,:"~",,

,'b.isket'
'~,lJask,et' of large ~nd
and difficult problems. Though it is a permanent institution it is a small
~6he:'i'\:Iere are 11 Commissioners, four of them full-time. There is a research .staff of
j

.

·The Commission is established in Sydney. At any given time it is working on about
;~tghL,'The

-f-t"~ght"'major
major projects of national law reform. The Commission receives its tasks from the
'.::~~d~ral·. Attorney-General. It may ·not
'not initiate its own programme. In this way;'
way;· it works
'ypOi{"projects of"
of' legal reform which have been identified as necessary by the elected
. representatives of the people. Because all save one of the Commissioners

-2are lawyers, the practice has been develop,ed of -collecting an interdisciplinary team of
consultants to

he~p

in every project. The Commission publishes tentative suggestions for

public comment. The
reform in discussion papers which are distributed for expert and pUblic
issues are then debated in the public media and exposed in seminars and public
pUblic hearings

Commiss"jon has reported on a wide
throughout Australia. In its six years -of operation, the Commiss"ion
range of topics from complaints against police and criminal investigation, to Breathalyzer

Jaw of insurance, the rules
laws, insolvency laws, defamation law reform, reform of the law
that should govern the

cens~s,
cens~s,

the principles controlling the sentencing of convicted

anp so on. The proposals of the Commission have been adopted into iaw
Federal offenders aop

both at a Federal and State level in Austra:lia.
Austrirlia.
A number of our reports have seen closeco-operation
close co-operation between the lawyers of

the Commission and the Australian medical, hospital and nursing professions.

~e

were

transplantati?n. In
asked, for example, to devise a law which s.hould govern human tissue transplantati<;Jn.
that profect, the Commission bad the participation ·of Sir Zelman·
·and Sir Ge['~·rd
Ger~·rd
Zelman- Cowen ·andSir

Brennan, two of Australia's finest lawyers. The report ·faced
"faced many hard questions. When
deJivered, it was praised in the British Medical Journal and the Lancet. The draft
delivered,
Australian,:·.
legislation attached to the report has been adopted, in ·substance,
-substance, in three Australian,:'_
State .. It is under
jurisdictions. I understand that it is shortly to be adopted in another State..
by::
consideration in the rest. This report shows what can be done in law rf;!form by.:

co-operation between J·Ektors
j).'ESCtors and lawyers of t.op talent and by participation of the.'
by ~ ..
general community. The Australian Law Reform Commission is a catalyst for action by~.·
short-term
short,...term parliaments. It
-It ·helps our political representatives to face profound, 10ng:-term
long:-term

problems.
ISSUES RELEVANT TO HOSPITALS

A number of the Commission's projects are relevant to the concerns of private
hospitals and the medical and

par~-medical
par~-medical

staff of those hospitals. I mention four

examples:
Crimihal· Investigation dealt in detail with the rules Which
which ·should
. .;'. ,-;.
The report on Criminal-Investigation
"should...;-',-:pOlice.!
govern the powers of entfy,·search
entfy,-search and seizure by Federal police.!
with'· the·""-~
the··.-~
The project on privacy protection, which is still current, is concerned with'including medical and hospital recor_ds,
recor.ds,
regime w.hich should govern personal data, inclUding
intimacy of. -the
as more and more of these data are computerised and as the old intimacy
diminished in the search for greater efficiency and economT:':"";
economT"'·'O
medical relationship is diminishea

in the use of medical and hospital records.

~3-

?6"PlecUm
t;i~.t,on child welfare laws in the A.C.T., upon which we ar.e about to report,
'e"'n"';N,d
-1.:15, to consider the question of compulsory reporting of suspected eDses
E;!,9u~r~}:h:,s,
The duty of confidentiality to the patient may be diminished by a

il(j,'abuse;
""'''~,.U'Uou,

;-ic:~~p~l,sorilY

-~-"-,""-"

.

to report
rep.ort particular .diseases or suspected signs such a'5 child

[~5~
..,Wi\hc)Ut such a· report, a m~lti-disciplinary
Y,~e.:.-Wittlout
m~lti-disciplinary attack on the problem may never

:~~;;i;~~~2_

our current
.\~i:tEll1y,our
current inquiry, directed towards the development of a Federal law of
,Yid.e)oGe
for
the Federal courts in Australia, requires us to re-examine the scope of
tiden<~e
,>," ,·-c'·

;~Q'fe.'>si"",ll
cere provider.
J;9r~.~~ipnal privilege, including
inclUding that for the doctor and other health care
houid courts of law in criminal and civil cases suffer no barrier to the disclosure
"""~'"
'i.,@n,le,vant
\alt~r..elevant facts in the search for truth? Or should the laws of evidence, and
which, even a!
at
,,<:::6i~~~~ -_~les, acknowledge that there are competing social interests Which,

!?,~': . ~:,~"~- .. ".'~i,
'ho_·'\mI5, of
,:~.-!h'1.,~~}~.s,

the discovery of truth,,,
truth,., must be. upheld, for example, to defend
';;~/-/gbrindences
professional
health
provider•
~';'W~"o.ljJi:de"CE'5
shared
with
a
profeSSional
...:.#'9.",,,'<,•.,.. ,........
•
. provider.
viAG,t>LAW.REFORM, PATIENTS' ACCESS TO RECORDS?

- The Commission is now moving towards the completion of its report on privacy

P9t:ectic,n
p9lection laws at a Federal
Federal level in Australia. We hope to have 'our rel?ort completed by
e" ~9QE'Q.LJhe-year.
~9Qsq.LJhe-year. Tn order to focus,
focus. public
pUblic debate, we
produced two ~iscussion
j:liscussion papers
w€'pro'duced
-:~li,9g>j.Witt.L_a:.
whole range oJ dangers to privacy in the modern Australian community.
ealingg·with.
__ B-.whole
e:":fl~~t,,-Privacy
dealt whh
chid.igt,
Privacy and Intrusions 3, dealt
w"ith such matters-as:

._:'c:"::s1t!~
..::Jt!~ grOWing
growing power of government
government intrusions by way of statutory authority to enter,
.. ::.:·~~earch.and
. :·.~earch.and seize property;

.;dJ'le ,growing capacity of surveillance }nherent
.;dJ"le
inherent in the facility of telep.honi'c
:::JfI.terception, iistening devices,. optical scrutiny and so on; and
::.-.ifl.terception,
including telephone
.},;Inregulated
\In-regulated -areas of private intrusion which cause concern, inclUding
.~anyassing, direct mail advertising, the sale of address lists and so on.
_~anyassing,
.
s,~7.cmd discussion' paper, Privacy and Personal Information 4, is of more immediate
:s,~p:.C!n.d
'),relev,mc:E
to this audience and of greater lon~-term
significance. -It deals above all with
:S'r~~e:yaflce
long-term
significance.
"',,,
.
):<t!}e: po~~ntial
pOF~ntial danger to privacy arising f~om.
from. the growing computerisa tion of personal

m'n,m.,"_nn. It suggests new laws for the security of personal information;
information, for the rules by
;~~iqformation.
,\1N:~ich, information may be kept and the dUration
duration of its maintenance. It also suggests a
·.v- g.eneral

statutory

right

of

access

to

personal

information

about

oneself

-4clear~y provided for by law. It is this right which has formed the core of "
with exceptions clear~y

overseas privacy protection laws in North America and Western Europe. It is

8 right that
is already partly embraced by the Freedom of Information Bill which is passing through

the Federal Parliament. It is justified on the basis that the individual ought normally to be
able to see how the computer sees him in order that errors may be corrected, out-of-date
information removed or explained and unfair material annotated with the subject's own
version of events.
Since the Law

R~form
R~form

published its proposals along this line, most
Commission pUblished

Australians have supported in princ-iple this regime of openness. It is when it comes to the
particular personal information system that the
application of the principle to their partiCUlar
problems start. It is suggested that there must be exceptions for national security and
defence material. 'That appears just. It is suggested that there must be exceptions
police

information.

information and

Obviously

much
mUch

polic~

disclosing

informers

would· destroy

the

source

fo~

of

effectiveness. It is suggested that the professional

confidences of lawyers must be excluded. It is also suggested that medical and hospitalrecords must be omitted from the new regime. Otherw-ise, it is said, vital information may
not be recorded_ for -fear of damaging the personal relationship between the health care
provider and the patient.
In the United States, the general rule has been adopted by law that federally
aided hospitals must give patients access to their hospital records. Many objections were
raised to this notion when it was first introduced. Some objections related to the costs.
Others raised issues of principle. However, in addition to the F-ederal laws granting
patient access,

a nUmber

of States of the United States have now adopted the same

principle, giving the patient a right to inspect and in some instances obtain copy of his
hospital record. Colorado, for e?Cample, applies i!s statute not only to hospital records but
to records held by private physicians, psychologists and psychiatrists. Some States exclude
psychiatric records. Some cover only hospital records. In some cases the hospital
authorities determine how much of the medical record the patients may see. The
experience of Federal hospitals under the Privacy Act of the United States would
wou1d appear
to allay -fears about the number of requests for patient access and the costs of
administering such access. At a Federar
Federaf level, with a total estimated hospital patient
population of 5 million, requests by patients for records from the Bureau of Medical
Services numbered only about 3,000 in the first three years.

-5h~.r:;~§.oiisideration which has sparked the calls for changes in the law on this

\'<~~>enormous
ih,"emc'rnlotlS increase in the bulk of personal medical and hospital information
-i:'so,:j,ily.-Until
[:~;s6chHY. Until the last War, most health information was confidential and

ii~;'f;',b\r_a
i'~.p.t~;~by:a .local familuhysician
familUhysician in a sole practice. In.circumstances such ,as

~::+to:tt1:l' -medical record was generally little more than s. small card with entries

of. visits,
~i{~(.~ates-of.
."••
",,>pO
y~"~w,?-re

medications prescribed and charges.Sec~rity,
charges. Security, confidentiality

I?fotected
protected by this system. The physician was usually able to elaborate

privatte
details of the patient's I medical and emotional condition
from
p"t:ivate'details
fr?m
the 'safe
.
. ..

•....... '.

.

I

.

.

'"9,f,,ibis .mind'. A recent report
:%9f.;}bis..mind'.
repor~ of the United States

.

Priva~y
Priva~y

-.

Study Protection

,!ii"n'pults
these words:
~i,o'rq)Uts. this modern problem in
in'these
no,,'" •• ' a modern hospital medical record m~y easily ~un 'to
·to 100 pages. The
Ei'!Jrtcontra.st,

"4re,'01'0
a family physician may still hold
.- record of
ora
·:of;,

treatment, but also ..now
now

note

On
inform~tion On

ailments

an~

modes

the patient's personal habits, social

.... 'relationships
relationships and th.e physician's evaluation ,of
of the-';
the··' pa{j~.nt's
pa{i~.nt's attitudes Rnd

£0,.",',"'ofp,·on,""'.
:fipi",eferences, often in extensive detail
detail~.
• (\tat,as" "an . occur is clearly demonstrated i.n the same Vnited
t,Jnited St~tes
St~tes report. It points

!~.~~:;r,~:"Hospital rec~s
emDloyees on request. Most
'-;"!~'~~:;'fi~:.'Hosl?ital
rec~s are routinely available to hospital employees

·/of
'/of .these
these people are medical professionals who need such access in order to do
::~tiieir jobs,
physicia~s, psychologists, nurses,
jobs, but not all of them are. Besides. the physicians,
".,.:,'
•...• , . ·sqcial
or· certiii~~:f
certiii~~f ~~ical practitioners
H,"c',""
'sqcial workers, theraDists
therapists and olher
other licensed or'
and·
and- para-professionals, there aLe
are nearly aiway.s medical students and other

people in training programmes condUcted
medical-ca·re institution
conducted either by the medical-ca're
·itself or affiliated with the institution
These people, too, have access to
institu~ion•. Thes~
I?urposes, as do. non-professional
medical records for training or job-related. purposes,
voluntary workersa
workers.

.~employees
.~employees and

::A.tt'mltion is drawn to one case in 1976 where a firm was established'
established· in Denver precisely
provide. a
·~Q,provide.a

variety of investigative services by the surreptitious acquisition of medical

;~ecor.d.jnformation
'from hospitals and physicians. It was then sold to investigators and
."information ·from

~)awyer,s for a variety of purposes. One of the sources of information was a hospital
measure~'. The
'~rnptoyee.r A Grand Jury condemned the ·'laxity of hospital security measure~'.

ues~fon

we have to ask is whether this kind of abuse could happen or has happened here in

:l),usI:ralia,
,~""raJlla. The Hospital and Allied Services Advisory Council was concerned that it could.

other- problems in addition to the burgeoning 'growth of medical'
There are other'
increasingly' by computerisation. The,
The- obligation to answer
hospital records', now abetted increasingly"
aU procure information
subpoenas, the increasing inquiries by insurers and researchers all
which' -would
would -formerly have been thought strictly private and confidential. The list of
notifiable diseases and conduct expands. The reasons for securing this information
Again,1 'it
-it is useful to
increase in our interdependent society. Again
re!?ort:
rel?ort:

loo~ at
loo~at

States
the United States

There are few statistics indicating the number of requests for medical-record
of medical care
care,1 but
information that are not directly relate.d to the delivery or
testimony before the Commission suggests that the number is high. For
medical record department of a 600-bed university
example,1 the director of. the ·medical
example
heJeceives an estimated '2,700 requests for
teaching hospital -testified that he.Teceives
medical record information each month, some 34% of them trom third party
form of subpoenas and 21% from
payers, 37% from otller physici,ans, -8% in the -form
other hospitals, attorneys and miscellaneous sOUrces. The attorney for the
[Mayo Clinic] testified that the clinic receives an estimated 300,000 requests

ror

medical record information a year, some 88%- of them patient-initiated

requests relating to claims for reimbursement by health insurers.
Modern hospital administrators, whether in public 'or private hospitals, large or small
f

hO,spitaIs, computerised or manual .hospitals,
'anxious, to uphold at least sufficient privacy
hO,spitals,
hospitals, 'anxious·
relationship- that
that- is vital for proper health care of the
So
so as not to damage the trusting relationship'
co.mmunity, must attend to these concerns. The United States President1s
President's report on
co.mmunitY1
privacy recommended many new laws to protect privacy in United States medical and
Commissionts conclusion that:
hospital health care. These proposals arose from that Commission's
The medical care relationship in America today is becoming dangerously fragile
as the basis for an expectation of confidentiality with respect to records
generated in that relationship is undermined more and more. A legitimate,
enforceable expectation of confidentiality that will hold up under the
revolutionary

changes

now

taking place in

medical

care

and

medical

record-keeping needs to be created.
Expectations of confidentiality upheld by the law and rights of patientc; to have access to
hospital records (sometimes through iiItermediaries) would Seem to be the direction in
which future Australian privacy laws affecting your profession will move.

-7REFORM: VIEW FROM THE WITNESS BOX?
:NC'~i,"'~,""'C
.oW,i}etme

change tack to a related but different

~w
oic"evi(ienlce
:~-'_oLevidence
~\~~c~~n!>
••'";.""" of

to~iC!.
to~ic:.

I refer to our inquiry

in Federal courts in Australia. Such an inquiry may seem remote

your Conference and.to hospital care. But it is not. It is a rna tter upon

j:t~~~'Qo,inmissiOn, with small resources, is at the threshold of very important

,;oi;s,,·'Ttlev·
i0~&~~},i!l.ey::arc
are decisions which will affect your operations and we will be glad for
;dartici[>atIon
~;~t-ticipation "in:in- them.

'i'.•'.,,·.IJlntil
now, in Australia, Federal courts have applied the law of evidence of the
~ntil now,
e,"'n:.'*tc~
_ha(?pen to be sitting. The growth in the number of Federal courts, the
e~4_~:".~.hi;C~ they
they.ha(?pen

;~!.l>.the~r importance and Jurisdiction and
>,~'~~~!i'i;n;i~>:the~rimportance

the ease of modern travel may make it

fuoor.tanlt'· too'develop
-::~·po~.t.ant·
t(Ldevelop a single new law of evidence applicable throughout the country in

los;e',collrts."'This was done in the United States
States in 1975. The resulting Federal Rules of
ib:;'~~!.-~ourtl?,.>This
!~i,d~rl(,.€;jl
..~e :been adopted
';iq.~n,c.~;:;;h.~~~:been

n?t only at a Federal level but also now in about half the

:ta,e§"9[cthe
United States. Our inquiries may lead to similar changes in Australia. It is
a~e§;':'9(~tt~~,united
that we get our conclusions right.

choMI","o'
important
erefore·jmportant

0",,:'

:,On this
this subject too, the Commission has issued a discussion

p~per

public
inviting pUblic

'nd';':J:!xP.~rt

,comment.
.comment. Among the questions raised by the discussion paper are the
in the taking of evidence in court, the adversary trial and the very
;PUrp(lS,e,plr
,the
,courtroom
searching_ for the truth? Or should they
pur~.~~:~~?l}he.:courtroom trial. Should courts be searching.
.ro~,E!~':Iff;s;:;;~lf adopt

.!'f'{~~'.rPA~,q:!ater."duty than to solve the issue in controvery brought to them by the parties:
!1l!!~~;np,gr.e.,ter"duty

tiwhe;th,,",l:he
Wh(~J~,.~r:_t~e Crown or private litigants?
serving in hospitals throughout Australia,
. ,1 !magine that there are many serVing

,

in the' medical profession or otherwise,- who have come' to give evidence at court
:-'PNhether:ili
,"","h"ttler,
,..---- .
.
~

'. ~nd been struck by the procedures which lawyers adopt. A frequent complaint made by

",'witnesses,..·witnesses,' is that they simply
simply cannot hear what is going on in COUrt. The judge and the
'repeat players'
:,Rar.r-is~ers,.'repeat

~cour:troom.,is
given
''''''·~cour:t,{!oo.~:;
isgiven

. ~ay t)mt
:':;':'~ay_
t),at

in the courtroom drama, know what they are about. Though the

to the public,
conduct themselves 'in
in such.s
such_a
pUblic, the lawyers do not always co~duct

they can be heard throughout the courtroom. SO,metimes, when the 9rama is

<ic'.raised, 9f ~ourse,
~ourse, the participants can be heard beyond the courtroom. But often th~

muted ,exchanges
and
·exchanges between the Bench and the Bar table get lost and parties, witnesses nnd
'.mere
'observers get forgotten in the lawyers' endeavour efficiently to despatch the court's
'-mere'observers

~business.. 1t is vital, as it seems to me, that courts should not only normally be open to the
, ,business._It

'C,

~~:pUblicbut
'public but that

the public
pUblic should be able to hear, and if [)ossible to understand, what is

. going on. -Some judges
jUdges make it their business, especially when members of the general
public are present, to ensure that this principle is observed.

(

-8-

~

In the past, reforms of the law of evidence have b-een very much
much lawyers'
bUsiness.
business. Judges, practitioners and law tenchers
teachers have battled away for this view or that.
S,hallld
S,haold spouses be able to give evidence for the prosecution against another sp'ouse? Should
they be exempt from that embarrassment or compellable or merely permitted if they
choose? Should children's complaints in criminal cases require corroboration to be
acceptable? Should unsworn evidence from the dock be permitted in a criminal trial? Or
should this historical relic of the ti,me when the criminal accused could not given evidence
at all, be abolished as it has been in Western Australia nnd
Rnd New Zealand?
There are many similar questions that are raised by OUf
our inquiry into evidence
law, some,
some of them originating from the growing computerisation of records and the need
to modify the strongly oral tradition of the trial system which we have inherited from
Britain
Britain..
. A recent study -in Canada is reported to have shown a deep-seated prejudice'in
the legal profession against research about how the
the law actually operates. This prejudice
was explained
cxplained by a research director in the following terms:
Amongst practising lawyers, there seems to be a lack 'of understanding of
fundamental research. There is an overwhelming pragmatism
pragmatism...••
'" Law exists if it
can be applied in the courts and if a judge will accept it. Research into
speculative areas is not so much law but something else. The problem -~
-is that
legal education does not encourage lawyers to [research]. The
The medical
pr.ofession went through a similar crisis many years ago before' at!'ituaes
att:ituaes
changed. Now there is a lot of medical research that does or that does not
produce any immediate apparent benefit to the doctor in his office. Yet the
doctor's attitude towards research is p.ositive. 5
Attitudes amongst lawyers in Australia to research of this kind may no't be

'has;

altogether difficult from those in Canada. The Australian Law Reform Commission 'has ;
frequentl~
frequent1~

found scepticism and even frank opposition to research about how the law

actually operates in practice. We are not deflected by this opposition because it is''~hal-is''~hal-. that law reforms which are to last should be based upon a thorough~oing understanding'df
understanding (jf ..
the actual operation of the legal system in practice. It should take ~nto account the-~"'iews
the-·"'iews
of those who will be the subject of the law, the 'law consumers' if you like. In the fieiaof
fieia of
SUbjects of Changes to the laws of evidence are, potentially,
evidence law reform, the subjects
potentially,'
every member of society. Relatively few people will get through life without g.oing to

-9·as
~ss,·as

a litigant or as an observer. It is therefore important, in a society

imeduc,ned
:li'-educated and demanding rationality in its laws and legal procedures, that
should have regard to the'perceptions of what is fair that exist in the
aE;'nce'should

.for'that
";is'.fbr:
that reason that· we are keen to add to the view of evidence law reform

r;;b'~-- received from
.;~~~from the witness

expert lawyer, judge, psychologist and policeman, the

box. It is vital that we get the assistance of witnesses,

t~j;)~f't: witnesses from hospitals, from the medical profession and other branches

:~~;~t'h" . care professions, 'who come to court

and

have

views about the

.nes~~ of what

:Tis'

when they arrive. The manner in which expert '"
they find there when
'e"eiven.
evalUated in our courts, is an obvious example. The
h~ceived, tested and evaluated

~-:;:r:~ririhe
,"'.,''''0 subpoena of documents is another. The way in which evidence must

<

,iiTlio.,tv"'be given by oral testimony in court, with busy witnesses waiting often
~.:ril'.lh'iflY'~·-~e
ly,nexpllailoed
unexi:llained intervals ~or the convenience of the court, is 'yet another. In Europe
ifr~e:,)usin'!Ss
~j.~.u~l"!ess

courtro.om is' donedone' on written material. The written word may
in the cQurtro.om

",~t~;-':':~ve'rage
oriavei,,~e four. times more-quickly
more· quickly than'
than oral testimony may be given. It involves

if!,iY,,,ii,mce to
~~§~~:eh'i'ence

im~ossible to cross-examine a written page. The
witnesses. Yet it is im~ossible

adversarial-procedures
il1i!,unity.to
ri:fhri'ity.,to scrutinise and test in o~en court by adversarial·
procedures the evidence of
"'::P/:,,'~~'- "

)~~s

has
has "iong
long been held to be a key

:'~h;'I:p~per for
';,"~;:_':.-.

virtue of our trial system. A German jucge
jucte has

the C"€gal Convention to be held in Hobart in the next "few
Jew days. He
.0-"
/

i,~:'ttW~'t,<the'
,r,ts("'tirat
··'the· trial system of England and Australia, when compared to the judicial

iryr'§Y:~tem 'of
of courts in Europe, is a Rolls Royce compared toa
to a 'dusty Volkswage.n'. But
tiiryiiYste,n
:sk~ the Significant question: how many of us can afford a Rolls Royce and when do we

"di:~;;~'oils:,Rciyce-in preference to a Volkswagen?
~~~a,'Ro!lsRciyce'in

. 1I have said that the Law Reform' Commission is looking at the subject
~ubject of

'i~ence -law
understandi~g of how
"iclence"
law reform with a view to basing its proposals upon an Understanding
t~,~~ .
~ngs '~ctually
actually

.

operate. One of the issues before us is one upon Which you may be able to

,~:~~·tJntil: now,
"',;<

"',

~~:hecchlealth
er.~'health

in most parts of Australia aa. communication by a person to a doctor or
•
•
care ~rovider
~rovider is not generally protected from disclosure to. a court of law.

;E¥c'~Ptions
lx"ep'ticms to this general rule exist under the Evidence Act of Victoria, Tasmania Rnd
:~'o~i}lerh Territory7,
Territory 7, but even in those jurisdictions medical confidences must
'1'",.,

the
be

?isclosed to criminal courts. The privilege does not apply in civil proceedings where the
'oi,sc!os"d
resr>ect of a communication
~ ~·~ty of the patient is in issue. Furthermore, it exists only in respect
medical practitioner. All courts seek to avoid invasions of confidentinl

i'with a
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communications. But in p,oint of law, the protection of a patient's cOJ;lfidences in Aus.tralia
rests on shaky ground.,
ground•. It is not so in the United States where most of the States provide a
legally enforceable protection against non-consensual disclosure, even to a court, of a
patient's intimate

~ealth
~ealth

details.

One of the questions we must ask in the Law Reform Commission's ir,quiry is
whether we should go down the same track as the United States.
The arguments for the extension to patients of a priv.ilege akin to that enjoyed
lawyers' clients are based in part on matters of principle and ethics and in part
on a
by lawyers'clients
parton
practical consideration of maximising the e-rfectiveness of the health care relationship:
The ethical obligation of health care providers is ancient. Patients reveal
information at times when they are vulnerable and highly dependent.
informatioh
Other relationships such as lawyer and client or police and informer are· no more
important than tne relationship of health· care provider and doctor.doc~ors with a guarantee of
l').pproach their doc~ors
Unless p.eople suffering from illness can f).pproach

confidentiality, they may withhold information.

)"
On the other hand, opponents of the grant of a special legal protection for health
important considerations that must be weighed:"
weighed:confidences have listed a number of importimt

,

Courts should generally have access to all relevant facts to help them to a just
resolution of the issues .before them.
The categories of absolute privilege are few and should not be expanded. An
attempt to expand the categories to journalists against the disclosure of their
sources was recently defeated in the United States and in Britain.
If the health care relationship were privileged, it would not stop there. Bankers,

insurers, accountants and others receiving confidential information would seek an
extension to them.
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ifthough
Ithough

some protection exists in some parts of Australia, there is no evidence

-the lack of an enforceable health privilege against
tth-~t ':-th-e

}~~~)drm~niShecl the

non-consensual disclosure

capacity" of doctors and hospitals in those jurisdictions where

~>_the privilege does not exist, to !?rovide
l?rovide assistance.
,~'

"/

'~E<;jk,DATA : AN APPEAL FOR HELP
-To assist the evaluation of these arguments for and against a health care
in courtrooms, the Law Reform Commission has appealed f<?r. information on the

'operation of the current law. The kind of information we need is as follows:
'Cases where health ,care providers have been forced unwillingly to disclose medical
·c'onfidences .. with serious consequences for the relationship with the patient or the
~_re;atment o(
~.re;atment

the patient.

in f,act,
fact, patients
Gases where health care providers suspect that, and cases where in
have not disclosed information important for health care, for fear of prosecution,

-,fcos.n.eulsory reporting or sUbsequent
subsequent subpoe'na,
sUbpoe'na. of the records by Ba court or tribunal.
.,:;',co,!!Q:ulsory
<?ases where the health care provider has deliberately not recorded relevant data
subsequently subpoenaed by a
for fear that medical or hospital records may be sUbsequently
. court or trial and
Bnd disclosure of the relevant confidence would do disproportionate
damage to the patient or his tr-eatment.
Cases in ethnic or other isolated or close-knit patient groups where disclosure,
either under compulsory
compUlsory reporting provisions or pursuant to subpoena, has led not
merely to embarrassment but to positive harm in the treatment of the patient or
positive damage to the hospital or doctor. 'Any other observations on the reform of the law of evidence with' perspectives from the
witness box will assist the Law Reform Commission to put forward proposals to the
Federal

Parliam~nt which
Parliam~nt

do not suffer from-lawyerly myopia., It will be vital, as we move

to reform the -laws governing the procedures of our courts, that we take into account the
views of witnesses, litigants and the consuming public generally. On the specific subject

privilege, sound law reform, like sound medical progress, must be based on
of health care priVilege,
- detailed factual data., My principal purpose in coming here today is to tell you of the way
in which we operate and to appeal for your support and assistance both as health care
- providers and as citizens.
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